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The Barton Highway is an essential part of the NSW and ACT transport network,
connecting communities to essential services, employment, healthcare, education
opportunities and supporting freight movement. The upgrade, funded by the
Australian and NSW governments, aims to improve safety for all road users, while
enhancing tourism, driving economic growth and creating vibrant regional spaces.
What we have been doing
Work is progressing on the first stage of
duplication on the Barton Highway upgrade.
Since August 2021 we have:
• completed 65,000m3 of earthworks –
that’s 130,000 6x4 trailer-loads
• installed 25 temporary electronic speed
limit signs between the ACT/NSW border
and Anchow Hill
• completed work on the northern Victoria
Street intersection, with right-hand
movements into and out of Victoria Street
reopened
• started excavation work for open drains
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• installed culverts at Gooromon Ponds and
Little Bedulluck Creek
• installed 1068 metres out of 2300 metres
of stormwater drainage pipes.

Upcoming work
In coming months, we will be:
• continuing bulk earthworks for the new
two-lane northbound carriageway
• continuing stormwater drainage pipe
installations
• continuing the upgrade of Church Lane,
Rolfe Road and Boundary Lane
• starting road surface construction for the
new northbound carriageway.

Barton’s furry little friends in the Hall TSR
Early environmental investigations
for the upgrade flagged the
possibility of squirrel gliders
(Petaurus norfolcensis), which are
listed as a vulnerable species in
NSW, living near the site of the first
stage of the duplication near the
ACT-NSW border.
An investigation was then carried
out by environmental scientist and
glider expert, Dr David Sharpe,
with results confirming no squirrel
gliders are present on or near the
Barton Highway construction site.
However, he has determined the
site is the home for a number of
sugar glider families.

Pictured: Sugar glider found in the Hall Travelling Stock Reserve
(TSR) during investigation by glider expert, Dr David Sharpe.
While sugar gliders are considered
a common species, Transport for
NSW is committed to ensuring the
safety of this species and their
population habitat on the Barton
Highway.
All gliders provide services to their
surrounding ecosystem, including
pollination and control of insect
populations, so it is important to
ensure their habitat is intact and
does not become fragmented.

Above: Barton Highway
Environmental Scholar, Olivia
Stansfield, beneath one of the
nesting boxes within the Hall TSR
in January 2022.

We want this project to be as
sustainable and environmentallyfriendly as possible, so a host of
work is planned. This includes
installing two gliding poles to help
sugar gliders cross the duplicated
highway, tree and shrub plantings
in the Hall TSR central median to

protect cultural trees and provide
future gliding trees, and removing
invasive blackberry infestations.
This work will be carried out in
addition to the 18 nest boxes
that were installed in March 2021
already providing homes for local
fauna.
Check out
the Barton
Highway web
page for a
fact sheet on
this fantastic
work.
There is also a video interview
with Dr David Sharpe available
on YouTube

Southern cultural
trees in spotlight
We understand that concerns have been
raised within the community about a group
of cultural trees on the ACT/NSW border.

We are currently reviewing and seeking
further advice regarding these concerns and
will be in touch with relevant stakeholders
before any work progresses.
Left: Improvements made to protect the
structural root system and soil moisture of
one of the southern cultural ring trees.
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Protecting the
northern cultural
trees during the
Barton Highway
duplication
In January 2021, a group of trees of Aboriginal
cultural significance were identified to Transport
near Kaveneys Road. These trees would have
been impacted by work to duplicate the highway.
Since the discovery, we have paused work on
this section for investigations to be carried out in
consultation with Registered Aboriginal Parties,
archaeologists and other specialists.
Transport for NSW acknowledges the
importance of the trees of significance to the
community and has committed to protecting the
group of trees.
This decision has been welcomed by cultural
knowledge holders, who have challenged any
impacts to the trees.
Wally Bell, Karen Denny & Brad Bell said “We’re
really happy Transport for NSW has listened to
the Ngunnuwal Traditional Custodians in not
destroying Ngunnawal culture at Kaveneys Road
for Barton Highway. Thank you to Transport for
respecting our culture.”
We are now working on alternative alignment
options and further consultation will be
conducted, as appropriate, in the coming
months.
We will continue to update the community as
work progresses.
Below: Wally Bell, Karen Denny and Bradley
Bell photographed near the northern cultural
trees.
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Aboriginal Heritage
Barton Highway Corridor Upgrade
(Stage 2)
Cultural Mapping including detailed
cultural assessment for Stage 2
Transport for NSW invites Aboriginal people and
Aboriginal groups who hold cultural knowledge;
including intangible cultural knowledge relevant
to determining the significance of Aboriginal
objects and places for the Barton Highway
Corridor Upgrade to register to be consulted.
Transport for NSW is proposing to improve
safety and reduce travel times between Yass,
the ACT and Southern and Western NSW by
extending duplication from the end of the
Stage 1 work currently in construction towards
Murrumbateman from a two lane two way
carriageway to a four lane dual carriageway with
a central median.
The proposal may result in Transport for NSW:
• applying for an Aboriginal Heritage Impact
Permit (AHIP) under Part 6 of the National
Parks and Wildlife Act 1974, and/or
• carrying out investigations in accordance
with the Code of practice for archaeological
investigations in NSW 2010, and/or
• carrying out an environmental impact
assessment under the Environmental
Planning & Assessment Act 1979.
To register your interest, please contact
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Officer,
Desmond Smith on 0418 486 685 or
Desmond.Smith@transport.nsw.gov.au
Registrations must be received by phone or in
writing by 5pm Monday, 28 February 2022.

Gooromon Ponds
drainage installed

Above: Barton Highway Upgrade Alliance Safety Manager, Greg Stewart and Quality
Officer, Tom French inspecting power line
markers in January 2022.

We recently installed 36 large precast drains,
known as culverts, to enable the flow of water
in Gooromon Ponds under the new road. Each
culvert is 3m wide x 2.44m long x 3.2m high
and weighs around 11.5 tonnes. That is the
equivalent of over seven average cars.
Due to their large size, the culverts were
delivered by semi-trailers with stepped decks
to meet legal transport height requirements.

Safety is key on the
Barton Highway
Work is powering along on the Barton Highway
upgrade but there’s one kind of power the team
has been conscious of avoiding.
Overhead powerlines have been a constant
hazard for the Barton Highway Alliance and
public. Due to the number of them throughout
the project, the project team decided more could
be done to minimise the risk of striking overhead
power throughout the site.

Precast concrete culverts being unloaded
by a 300-tonne crane on the northern side of
Gooromon Ponds.

“Power line strikes from construction and
agricultural plant and equipment are an all too
common occurrence, potentially causing serious
injury or death,” Greg Stewart, Barton Highway
Upgrade Alliance Safety Manager, said.
“These incidents can result in major asset
damage and power outages. After working
collaboratively and putting some great minds
together, the Alliance team came up with an idea
to install overhead powerline markers made by
Balmoral Engineering.
“There have been a total of 42 markers installed
across the site; the markers were installed by
Essential Energy and were installed either from
the ground or in an elevated work platform,” Greg
said.

A 300-tonne crane was used to lift each culvert
off the truck and into place on the concrete
base slab. Units were then grouted into place,
waterproofing tape applied to the joints and
backfilled.

Once fitted, the markers (pictured below), help
to provide an immediate visual reminder and
awareness of the present dangers caused by the
power lines at the site.

Aerial view of Gooromon Ponds culverts being
installed by crane.
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Amy’s big shave for mental health
Let’s make talking about
mental health the norm.
That was Barton Highway
Environment and Sustainability
Manager, Amy Evans’ plan when
she fundraised over $10,000
for mental health charities,
culminating in a head shave in
December 2021.
At the Barton Highway upgrade
project site on 13 December
2021, Amy shaved her long locks
in the hope to raise money and
recognition for mental health
support.
Over 70 workers, along with Amy’s
family, gathered at the Barton
Highway upgrade site office to
support Amy and watch the big
event.
Amy said mental health can be a
big issue for construction industry
workers.
“A lot of these blokes are working
long hours, and they are under
constant pressure, and some of
them are also away from loved
ones,” Amy said.

Amy raised a whopping total of
$10,051 to support local mental
health organisations and the funds
have been delivered to mental
health organisations, Riverina
Bluebell and Murrumbidgee
Men’s Group, along with This is a
Conversation Starter (TIACS). Her
hair charity that supports kids who
have lost their hair due to a medical
condition.

“We have come a long way, but
there is still a lot of stigma about
reaching out and asking for help. I
want to make talking about mental
health in the construction industry
the norm.”
Right: Bill O’Sullivan (Leading
Hand) also shaved his beard off
which saw a further $500 donated
to these amazing causes.

We’ve started
planning for the next
stage of duplication
Transport for NSW
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Above: Amy post the big event.
Below: The team from OzHelp with
Amy (left to right – Bruce Papps,
Lesa O’Leary, Amy Evans, Tony
Baker and Skye Haffner).

Guest speakers from Riverina
Bluebell and OzHelp attended and
talked about mental health and the
support they provide.
Congratulations to Amy, Bill and all
involved.
If you or someone you know is
struggling with mental health,
contact Lifeline on 13 11 14.

We’re excited to announce that early planning and
biodiversity studies have started on stage 2 of the Barton
Highway duplication. This includes more work on gliders
to ensure our furry friends are as safe as possible.
We hope to be able to provide further updates and
timelines on stage 2 in coming months. Stage 2 of the
Barton Highway duplication is planned to span about 10
kilometres from the end of stage 1, near Kaveneys Road,
to the southern outskirts of Murrumbateman.

Barton Highway upgrade
Stage 1 project timeline
PROJECT PLANNING
BARTON HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT STRATEGY
BARTON HIGHWAY BUSINESS CASE
Above: Barton Highway Upgrade Alliance crew
excacating under the new ROTAMARKA ™
power line markers in January 2022.

CONCEPT DESIGN
REVIEW OF ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
SUBMISSIONS REPORT RELEASED
AWARD OF CONTRACT
CONSTRUCTION STARTED ON FIRST STAGE
COMPLETION OF DETAILED DESIGN

Have you seen our new variable
speed signs?

CONSTRUCTION WORK CONTINUING

We recently installed electronic variable speed
zone signage throughout the project. These allow
speed zones to be changed instantly through a
computer application, minimising the amount
of time needed for traffic control workers to
manually change speed signs, limiting impacts to
traffic.

Contact us

It also provides motorists with improved visibility
of lit-up signs in poor light conditions and wet
weather.

If you have any questions or would like more
information abouth the Barton Highway upgrade
please contact our project team:

Pictured above and below: variable speed signs
on the Barton Highway near Nanima Road.
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FIRST STAGE OPEN TO TRAFFIC

1800 931 250 (toll free)
barton.highway@transport.nsw.gov.au
PO Box 484, Wagga Wagga NSW 2650
rms.nswgov.au/barton
If you need help understanding this
information, please contact the Translating
and Interpreting Service on 131 450 and
ask them to call us on 1800 931 250.
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